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The Failure of Bernstein's Theorem
for Polynomials on C(K) Spaces
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Bernstein's theorem asserts that If 1': IS a polynomial of degree III. then its
derivative 1" satisfies the inequality ! 1" ,':; 111 1'1,. wliere the symbol II
denotes the supremum norm taken over the unit disc. Harris [2J proved an
analogous inequality for the Freehet derivative of polynomials on Hilbert space. In
his commentary to problem n in the Scottish Book (R. D. Mauldin. I'd.
Birkhiiuser. Boston. pp. 144 145. 19X1I, he asked whether there is a similar result
for polynomials on C(KI spaces. The purpose of this note is to give a negative
anS\VCL even for poly.!nomials of degree 2. 1 19;-;7 A(;lde-mIL Prc~:;. Inc

THE EXAMPLI

We recall the definition of a polynomial on a Banach space. If
L: Ex' .. x E --> i[ is a continuous symmetric In-linear form on the Banach
space E, we define the map L E --> i[ by i(x) = L(\ ..... x). A map p: E -->

IS

(a) a homogeneous polynomial of degree 0 if P is constant,

(b) a homogeneous polynomial of degree In ~ I if P = L for some
continuous symmetric m-linear form L on E, and

(c) a polynomial of degree In if P = Po + '" + Pn,' where P, IS a
homogeneous polynomial of degree i (0':;; i':;; In) and Pili $. D.

If p: E --> i[ is a polynomial with Frcchet derivative Dp. we define

Ilpll, = sup{ Ip(x)l: Ilxll,:;; 1)

and

IIDpll, = sup( IIDp(xlll: Ilxll':;; I) = sup{ IDp(x)(y)l: Ilxll':;; I. 11.1'11':;; 1 ).
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We use the standard notation I'~ for the space (" equipped with the
norm Ilxll y = II(x l , ... , xll)ll x = max {Ix II,···, Ixlll j.

In [2J, Harris proved that if p: E ---+ ( is a polynomial of degree m then
II Dp II I :( mil pL, provided that E is a Hilbert space or that E =, 1", . This
prompted him to ask whether the same inequality holds whenever
E = C( K), the Banach space of continous functions on the compact
Hausdorff space K, under the usual uniform norm. We shall give an exam
ple of a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 on the space E = r~ for
which the proposed inequality fails.

Define a symmetric bilinear form L: P, x 1', ---+ ( by

where x = (x I' x 2 , x,) and)' = (YI')'l' yd. The corresponding polynomial,
which has already been useful in the investigation of von Neumann's
inequality [7J, is given by

L(,) - ," + ,2 + ," - ." , -." , -." ,- -. I ..:: . J ....,. [..:: ......::. 3 ~. 3· 1·

In [7J Kaijser and Varopoulos used elementary calculus to show that
liLli, =5, (The norm is attained when x=(I,1. -I).) Consequently we
need to show that IIDLII I > 10.

However, if we set x = (I, II', \\'2) and r = ( I. 11,1, II'). where
\1' = exp(2nij3), we obtain Di(X)(l') = 2L(x, r) = 12. It follows that
ilDL11 f ~ 12.

COMMENTS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

It has been shown that if p is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 on

a C(K) space then IIDpllx :(J(27j4) Ilpllce' A proof may be found
(implicitly) in [2 J or [6]. Computer experiments strongly suggest that this
constant is best possible, but we know of no proof.

It would be interesting to classify the Banach spaces for which
Bernstein's theorem does hold.

ADDENDUM

I am grateful to the referee for pointing out that the example gives a
counter-example to a theorem of Michal [4]. On page 125 of his paper, he
claims that "in an arbitrary complex Banach space the analogue of
Bernstein's inequality always holds," Further counter-examples exist. The
reader may like to consult Example 1.8 in the book of Dineen [1 J or refer
to the paper of Sarantopoulos [5].
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